
magnistretch. stretching-machine.STRETCHING INPROVES THE QUALITY OF YOUR SLEEP
Stretching is a form of physical exercise that improves muscle elasticity and 
increases muscle control, flexibility, and range of motion. Stretching is also 
beneficial for your mind and many people practice it to reduce stress and rebalance 
their mind as well as their body. These are the reasons that inspired Magniflex to 
reinterpret this activity and adapt it to the world of sleep and relaxation in order to 
improve people’s wellbeing.
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25 cm 23 cm

Medium soft Medium firm

MAGNISTRETCH 10Available in versions: MAGNISTRETCH 9

12 years 12 years

OEKO - MADE IN ITALY OEKO - MADE IN ITALY

Padding in Memoform 2 cm and Super Soft fiber. Layer in
Eliosoft with patented Stretch core shaping 5 cm, Eliosoft

with patented Stretch core shaping 8,5 cm, Elioform 8,5 cm

Padding in Memoform 1 cm and hypoallergenic fiber. Layer in 
Eliosoft with patented Stretch core shaping 5 cm, Elioform 

with patented Stretch core shaping 8 cm, Elioform 8 cm

Exclusive – Embracing - Diversified support for
each part of the body - Medium Support

Exclusive – Embracing - Diversified support for 
each part of the body - Strong Support

Height

Comfort level

Product specification

Internal structure

Cover

Removable/washable

3D Band

Warranty

Certifications

MAGNISTRETCH. 
STRETCHING-MACHINE
MagniStretch is a revolutionary mattress 
designed to stretch and decompress 
your spine while preventing compacted 
vertebrae.  Your body will be rejuvenated 
thanks to an increased blood flow that 
revitalizes your discs.

HEALTHY SLEEP

MagniStretch ensures long-term benefits to 
the back, reducing muscular contraction and 
vertebrae compacting, and reducing neck 
and back pain due to bad postural habits. 
Night after night, you will experience the 
benefits of MagniStretch on your body and in 
the quality of your life.

THE SEARCH FOR 
PERFECT SLEEP
Magniflex is known for its continuous 
efforts in research and development 
which brings innovative sleep solutions 
to the world through modern technology.

UN SONNO SALUTARE.

L’azione distensiva aumenta lo spazio tra le vertebre, favorisce la completa distensione 
del corpo e distribuisce il peso uniformemente.

NECk
 STRETCHING

SHOULdER 
STRETCHING

BACk 
STRETCHING

LEGS 
STRETCHING

HOW IT WORkS
The inclined sections in the mattress core generate a stretching movement as a 
response to body weight. 

COMFORT STARTS INSIdE
The MagniStretch mattress is made of layers of both Eliosoft 
soft support foam and Elioform firm support foam. These layers 
feature unique, inclined support zones of the MagniStretch 
technology offering more flexibility and support for your back. 
The cover is quilted in Memoform for more contouring comfort, 
and the cover material is made of breathable and natural 
Viscose and temperature-regulating Outlast. Each model also 
features a 3D band around the cover for enhanced breathability.

Outlast / viscose Outlast / viscose

PATENTEd 
WELL-BEING
MagniStretch uses a technological patent 
obtained in cooperation with the Mechanical 
Engineering Department of the Zaragoza 
University and as the result of a complex 
program of ergonomic tests.

This movement increases the space between the vertebrae and revitalizes your 
discs during sleep. 


